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Find a moment of peace and comfort with this beautiful, pocket-sized mantra book—giving you

a chance to easily recite mantras throughout the day or whenever you need a pick-me-

up.Words are powerful and have the ability to shape our thoughts, change our perception,

connect with others, and provide comfort in our daily lives. My Pocket Mantras provides more

than 140 mantras designed to help you shift your mindset in a positive way. You’ll find mantras

for self-love, healing, success, releasing stress and anxiety, and more. With short, rhythmic

phrases that are easy to recite and repeat, each mantra includes insights into how to direct

one’s thoughts and experience its benefits.
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AuthorIndexINTRODUCTIONA mantra is a simple phrase or sentence you can recite to

yourself to improve your well-being. Whenever you need an instant pick-me-up, a boost of self-

love, or simply some assistance in falling asleep, there is a mantra in this book that is the

perfect fit for you. My Pocket Mantras is filled with 150 positive, inspiring, and healing mantras

that are designed to help lift your spirits, heal your heart, and brighten your day as you

navigate through all of life’s ups and downs.All of these mantras are written from the heart and

are designed to help you shift your mindset, release stress, enhance your inner connection—

and, in time, even change your life. You might find yourself letting go of past hurts; feeling

brighter about your future; and discovering love, peace, and balance in your life.Simply skim

through the different chapters within this book or flip to a random page and you might just find

the perfect mantra to work with. Each mantra comes with instructions on how to recite it, the

perfect number of times to recite it, and some insight into the intention behind the words. Try to

recite the mantra daily for at least thirty days in order to experience the most benefits—

however, you will probably start to experience the positive effects of reciting your mantra

almost immediately.The mantras are designed to be simple and memorable so you can recite

them with ease. For best results, recite your mantra slowly and try to put a lot of belief and

feeling behind the words as you say them. If you take your time and allow yourself to really feel

and believe what you are saying, the mantra will have a stronger impact on your life. For some

mantras, it may take time before you can really believe or feel the power behind them, but with

regular practice it will become much easier. In fact, the mantras that you struggle with or resist

believing are the ones you probably need to work on the most!All the mantras contained within

this book are also designed to be flexible. Feel free to adapt or edit any mantra to suit your

personal or specific needs. As you get comfortable with reciting the mantras in this book, you

can even experiment with writing your own.Even though each mantra comes with instructions,

it is important to remember that there really are no rules. Use your own intuition to guide you,

and work with your chosen mantra in whatever way feels right for you. You may also find it

beneficial to keep a written copy of the mantra in an easy-to-read place, such as above your

desk, in your car, or in the bathroom. This will serve as a great reminder for you to say your

mantra regularly, which will allow it to really work its magic in your life.If you are ready to

enhance your life, develop a deeper spiritual connection with yourself, and boost your feelings

of positivity, My Pocket Mantras is just what you need.THE AMAZING POWER OF

WORDSWords not only hold meaning, but they also hold their own special kind of magic.

Words allow us to connect with others, share stories, and understand the world around us. We

all know the famous magic word, abracadabra, but did you know that one translation of this

word is “I create as I speak”? Words have the ability to shift your mindset, change your

perception, and even create the world that you live in.Humans have long understood the power



of words, not just for communication but also for healing purposes. Words turn into wishes,

prayers, and beliefs that can help healing. Words carry their own vibrations, and these

vibrations can create a ripple effect in the Universe. This ripple effect can influence your mood,

your mind, and your life.You may have already experienced these effects in your own life and

observed how words or thoughts have influenced your attitudes, feelings, and actions. You

experience a situation very differently, for example, when someone says something mean and

nasty to you versus when someone says something loving and kind to you.WHAT IS A

MANTRA?Mantras are short, rhythmic statements that use positive and uplifting words to

create a positive and uplifting mindset. Mantras have been used for centuries across various

religions and cultures to help individuals set intentions about what they want to create in their

lives and to bring about healing and spiritual enlightenment. Reciting mantras might have been

the first type of meditation practice. Today, mantras are also used in yoga and other healing

practices.Mantras come in many forms and are found in many different languages, but all of

them serve to heal and raise spiritual awareness. The word mantra can be loosely translated to

“instrument of the mind.” Mantras can be used as instruments to free your mind from stresses,

doubts, and fears and replace them with positive, inspired, and action-driven thoughts.THE

BENEFITS OF MANTRASThe vibration that a mantra creates can change how you perceive

your reality, shift your mindset, and create new, positive beliefs about yourself. Even if you don’t

initially believe or feel the words of a mantra wholeheartedly, simply reciting it regularly can

help your brain rewire your beliefs and change the way you view yourself.In order for mantras

to be effective, they need to be said with a strong intention and a powerful feeling behind them.

This is done to enhance the vibrational quality of the mantra and to accelerate its healing

effects in your life. Mantras can work on physical, mental/emotional, and spiritual

levels.PhysicalOn a physical level, reciting mantras has been shown to: Boost your

concentration and focus Lower your heart rate and blood pressureAccording to traditional

Chinese medicine, mantras can also stimulate the endocrine system, bringing balance to the

body.Mental/EmotionalOn a mental or emotional level, reciting mantras can: Help relieve

feelings of stress and anxiety Teach you how to love and find compassion for yourself Give you

the strength and inspiration to lead a positive, purposeful, and joyous life no matter what the

circumstancesSpiritualOn a spiritual level, reciting mantras can help to: Release bad karma

Increase spiritual enlightenment and wisdom Stimulate the energy centers (chakras) in your

mouth and throat so you can better express yourselfHOW OFTEN SHOULD YOU RECITE A

MANTRA?In traditional practices, mantras must be recited 125,000 times in order to be

effective. It is believed that after this many repetitions, the vibration can infuse the mantra into

your heart, bringing you a new awareness. But don’t worry; simply chanting the mantra daily as

frequently as possible and with as much belief as possible can be just as effective.Throughout

the book, you will see instructions for reciting a mantra a particular number of times. These

recommended repetition counts are based on the minimum amount of times you will need to

recite the mantra in order to have it begin to seep into the depths of your mind. However,

everyone is going to feel things differently, so be sure to use your own intuition or judgment

when it comes to how many repetitions are right for you. Often the mantras that you need the

most in your life are the hardest to say and need the most repetitions before you really start to

“feel” them on the deepest of levels. When you have reached the perfect repetition count, you

should begin to feel a shift in your mindset.MANTRAS: SIMPLE WORDS THAT CAN CHANGE

YOUR LIFE!By investing just a few minutes each day, you will be able to experience the many

benefits that mantras can bring into your life. Why not give them a try and see how they can

make your life’s journey a happier and healthier one?CHAPTER 1MANTRAS TO START THE



DAYThese mantras are designed to give you a boost of inspiration first thing in the morning so

you can start the day off on the right foot and with a pep in your step. Use these mantras to

increase your energy and enthusiasm so that you can thrive in the day ahead.MORNING

MANTRA 1TODAY WILL BE A WONDERFUL DAY, FILLED WITH MANY BLESSINGS.How

and when to recite this mantra: Recite this mantra three times either out loud or quietly to

yourself as soon as you wake up. For best results, reach your arms up high, look to the sky,

and take a big stretch as you say these words. This stretch will also invigorate your entire body

and get you energized for the day ahead.How this mantra can help you: If you long to start your

day off feeling excited and anticipating the many blessings that await you, this is the perfect

mantra for you. This mantra will not only boost your mood, but it will also allow you to shift your

awareness so that you will notice all the positive things that come your way through the day, no

matter how small they may be. Stating that your day will be wonderful helps you recognize all

the things that are going right in your life and prevents you from getting bogged down in the

things that are perhaps not going so well. This shift in awareness will increase your feelings of

positivity and excitement and will give you a more solution-based outlook. This mantra also

encourages feelings of gratitude, helping you feel more aware of the many blessings that

surround you.MORNING MANTRA 2I HAVE SO MUCH TO LOOK FORWARD TO TODAY.How

and when to recite this mantra: Recite this mantra three times either out loud or quietly to

yourself as soon as you wake up. For added effect, keep repeating this mantra until you are

actually up and out of bed.How this mantra can help you: Do you struggle to get out of bed

each morning? This mantra helps motivate you for the day ahead and gets you looking forward

to the day rather than dreading it. Even if you don’t feel like you have anything to look forward

to, simply stating the words can help you shift your mindset so you feel more excited and

motivated by your day-to-day life. In truth, you probably always have something to look forward

to, and by reciting this mantra, you give yourself room to slowly start to list those things on a

daily basis. From finding pleasure in a delicious breakfast to reading a good book on your train

ride to work, or simply hanging out with loved ones, life is always giving you something you can

cherish and something you can look forward to. Through reciting this mantra and paying

attention to the many blessings that surround you, you will soon start seeing a myriad of things

to look forward to every single day.MORNING MANTRA 3JOY SURROUNDS ME

EVERYWHERE I GO.How and when to recite this mantra: Recite this mantra three times either

out loud or quietly to yourself first thing in the morning. Try to smile as you say it. You can also

use this mantra later in the day if you need an instant energy boost.How this mantra can help

you: Imagine if everywhere you went, a trail of joyful, abundant, and positive energy followed

you. Reciting this mantra helps you create the vibration of joy in all areas of your life. In fact, by

working with this mantra regularly, you can soon start to feel that joy is following you

everywhere!In the short term, this mantra is designed to help evoke feelings of

lightheartedness and positivity as you move through the day. In the long term, this mantra can

give you the ability to spread the energy and vibration of joy to all areas of your life, and even to

others. Think of this mantra like a boost of good vibes that can rub off on everyone you meet.

This mantra is also great to use when you find yourself dealing with negative or draining

situations. By reciting the mantra during times like these, you can bring out feelings of joy,

positivity, and confidence. This, in turn, will help you tackle problems head-on without feeling

negative or devoid of energy.
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Rebecca P. Eschmann, “The one thing I keep going back to. First of all, I really couldn't

disagree more with the past reviewers (who are at the top for some reason) who stated these

are not mantras, these most definitely ARE mantras, one of the two definitions of a mantra is "a

statement or slogan repeated frequently."Personally, over the last several years this little book

has turned my day around, been my instant "happy," and helped me ease my anxiety so that I

could fall asleep more times than i can count. I've had it for about 4 years now and it's almost

worn out. These mantras and her explanations have helped me through a divorce, parental

anxieties, career anxiety, and general low self-worth. Everyone is different, but if you are the

type of person who is looking for a different way out from your worries, or looking to find joy in

your life, I truly believe this will help you.”

Tiye Bahaiddin, “Great book. This is a great book. I got it as a gift to a friend of mine to change

their way of negative thinking to more positive ways of viewing things throughout the day. It’s

been very helpful. Positive mantra for the day and for the night each day has been amazing for

them. They share it by text daily. Small sized but easy to read pages.”

Luna, “So helpful!. I really love this book. My therapist makes me repeat affirmations everyday,

and this book steps up that game. It’s great how they have them split up in chapters and each

mantra has a paragraph on how to say it and with intention. Took my affirmation level up a few

knotches. Love the morning and evening mantras.”

Charles Brzezinski, “Great Book of Mantras. Love this book of Mantras. Learned about Mantras

in therapy/meditation and am glad to have a book of my own of Mantras to recite. Very happy

with this book.”

JDR, “You Want This Book. This is a wonderful book. I heard Ms. Chubb's interview with

Sandra Champlain and was intrigued enough to order a copy of this book. Not only are the

mantras lovely, but the commentary is insightful and reassuring. I can honestly say this book

has made a difference in my life and how I feel. In fact, I just bought two more copies as gifts

for my adult children.”



MAEK, “Excellent book of mantras. This book of mantras covers a variety of topics. Waking up,

gratitude, worries, changes in life, and bedtime mantras are just a few of the topics covered.

With practice the reader can develop a deeper understanding of themselves and of the world

around them. An excellent book.”

Diane, “Great Mantras. Lovely book. Lovely book well made. Pleasure to read. Not to deep like

some I’ve bought in the past.”

Rosaleen Lloyd, “Uplifting little gem. Use this book every day.  Very beneficial and relaxing.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Very beautiful book !. I totally recommend, this book is so well written and

has been done with love you can feel it.I cannot wait to start working with it!”

evridiki, “Excellent. Perfect little book”

The book by Tanaaz Chubb has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 435 people have provided feedback.
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